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Executive Summary
1. MARUAH has tendered a joint submission2 for the Universal Periodic Review and is now
submitting a separate report focusing on three issues – Electoral systems, Death penalty, and
Preventive detention without trial – with great impact on Singaporeans.

Electoral Systems
2. Members of Parliament are predominantly3 elected in a mixture of Single-Member
Constituencies (SMCs) and multi-member or Group Representation Constituencies (GRC).
While there is no evidence of electoral irregularities in Singapore, there are grounds for
concern as to the fairness of electoral procedures and regulations. The right to vote in
Singapore is not explicitly stated. But Articles 65 and 66 set out requirements for the
prorogation and dissolution of Parliament and the holding of general elections. However there
are issues4 that impinge on free and fair elections, as follows.

3. Independent Elections Commission - Elections are administered by the Elections Department
(ELD)5, under the Prime Minister’s Office. Election officials are appointed from the civil
service. This creates a perception of conflict of interest as civil servants report ultimately to
Ministers, who are themselves running for election.

4. Ballot secrecy - A survey conducted after the 2011 General Election by the Institute of Policy
Studies found that 9% of respondents did not agree that they “felt free to vote the way I
wanted to”; 12% of respondents in an online survey conducted by MARUAH did not feel that
their vote had been cast in secret. This suggests that electoral practices, such as serialised
ballot papers, design of polling booths and decentralised ballot counting continue to cause a
“climate of fear” among a section of the electorate and may influence their vote. This
becomes more pertinent as the voting difference is around 10 per cent.

5. The Group Representation Constituency (GRC) system - 75 out of 99 elected MPs are
returned from GRCs, which are multi-member constituencies with between four to six
members, at least one of whom must be from a minority race. While the GRC system is
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positioned as a means of ensuring minority representation in parliament, it also entrenches
racialism in Singapore politics. Prior to the introduction of GRCs in 1988, ethnic minority
MPs constituted 20-30% of parliament, which was roughly proportionate to that of Singapore
as a whole. With widespread public acceptance of multi-racialism, it is unlikely that the GRC
system is required to ensure minority representation. In addition the GRC system offers a
Minister to be teamed up with new candidates through this system of ‘one vote for many
election candidates’, which is not democratic.

6. Electoral Boundary Delimitation - Electoral boundaries are drawn in a non-transparent
manner with the Government having complete discretion on the timing of revisions to
electoral boundaries and with no requirement for public consultation. The government also
has broad discretion on the size of GRCs and the minority group which must be represented
in the slate of candidates for a particular GRC. Major changes in constituency boundaries
have been announced as late as one day before the calling of a General Election. Some
constituencies have experienced frequent boundary changes without any public explanation.
The GRC system and the opaque redistricting process weaken the link between constituents
and their elected representatives and breed cynicism towards the political process.
7. Elections of the Mayor – The Mayor is a political party candidate whose main role is oriented
towards the community. Most of the activities take place through an institution called the
Community Development Councils which are part of the People’s Association6, which looks
into building a cohesive society. These activities are governed by the Mayor who also
oversees that the activities are done with the elected candidates of the ruling party, which
means that elected MPs from the opposition are excluded, when most of the expenses are
paid for with public funds.

Recommendations

8. MARUAH suggests that an Independent Elections Commission be created and that members
of the public be appointed to serve as election officials, similar to the practice in other
countries such as Canada and the United Kingdom.7
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9. MARUAH recommends that the practice of serialising ballot papers be abandoned
(watermarks can be printed on ballot papers) and that designs of the voting booths be changed
to ensure greater security of privacy.

10. MARUAH recommends a return to Single Member Constituencies for all districts.

11. MARUAH recommends that boundary delimitation be undertaken by an independent body
such as the Independent Elections Commission proposed above and that the boundary
delimitation authority be required to hold public consultations and give a minimum period of
advance notice before revising electoral boundaries.

12. Mayor elections should be held separately from the National Elections and candidates should
be non-partisan, i.e. not representatives of any political party.

Death Penalty

13. The law and practice. There are 25 offences for which the death penalty can be imposed
under Singapore law.8 For some of these offences, the death penalty is discretionary while in
others, it is mandatory. From 1991 to 2014,9 a total of 458 persons were executed comprising
71.6 percent for drug trafficking, 26.4 percent for murder, and 2.0 percent for firearms
offences.10 Although clemency may be granted by the President for those sentenced to death,
it has rarely been done – there have only been 6 cases of death sentences commuted to
imprisonment for 20 years since Singapore’s independence in 1965.11 The last time a death
sentence was commuted was in 1998.

14. Legality of the death penalty. The courts have repeatedly upheld the constitutionality of the
mandatory death penalty in Singapore.12 In the latest challenge, it was argued that the
mandatory death penalty is a form of inhuman punishment and that it was discriminatory to
impose the death penalty solely on the basis of the amount of drugs trafficked. The Singapore
Court of Appeal dismissed the arguments, reasoning that there was no provision expressly
prohibiting inhuman punishment in the Singapore Constitution. Furthermore, imposing the
death penalty on those who trafficked above a certain quantity of drug bore a “rational
relation” to the object of the law which was to “prevent the growth of drug addiction in
Singapore by stamping out the illicit drug trade”. Ultimately, it was a matter for the
Legislature, and not the courts, to decide.
15. Principle of proportionality. As Singapore’s laws impose the death penalty for crimes which
do not involve the intentional causing of death, such as drug offences, kidnapping and
firearms offences (even where no one is injured), they do not comply with international
norms under Article 6(2) of the ICCPR and the Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the
Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty.

16. Mandatory death penalty. The mandatory death penalty prevents a judge from considering all
relevant factors, which can cause grave injustice. The Singapore Court of Appeal has held
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that it does not have discretion to reduce a sentence to life imprisonment even if the appellant
was entrapped into committing drug trafficking.13 The same court held in two other cases that
having a low intellect, being “simple minded” or “easily susceptible to manipulation by
others” were irrelevant considerations to the charge of drug trafficking. 14 The mandatory
death penalty was imposed in all three cases.15 Even after the 2012 amendments to the law on
sentencing for murder and for certain drug offences, the discretion given to the court is
extremely narrow.

17. 2012 amendments. Changes were made in 2012 to the sentencing scheme for those convicted
for murder and certain drug offences who would have been sentenced to the mandatory death
penalty before.16 These changes were retrospective such that all those on death row were
eligible for re-sentencing under the new law.

18. From 1 January 2013, the mandatory death penalty for murder is only applicable to
intentional murder only. In the other three forms of murder,17 the court is given discretion to
impose death or life imprisonment with caning.18 In a recent case, the Court of Appeal held
that the “rarest of the rare” approach used in India and similar approaches in other countries
were inappropriate in deciding when the death penalty would be used in Singapore. 19 The
accused was sentenced to death even though he was not convicted of intentional murder.20

19. Also from 1 January 2013, the mandatory death penalty does not apply to an offender
convicted of drug trafficking or drug importation/exportation in two situations. In the first
situation, the offender must show that he is only a drug “courier” and the Public Prosecutor
certifies that he has “substantively assisted the Central Narcotics Bureau…”.21 The judge may
13
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sentence such an offender to death or life imprisonment, and if the offender is sentenced to
life imprisonment, the court is also required to impose a mandatory minimum sentence of 15
strokes of the cane. In the second situation, the offender proves that he is only a drug
“courier” and that he was suffering from “diminished responsibility”.22 In the latter situation,
the offender is sentenced to life imprisonment and no caning will be imposed.

20. The Court of Appeal has confirmed that the new sentencing scheme does not apply to a
person who does anything other than transporting, sending or delivering the drugs, for
example, selling or packing the drugs.23 Unfortunately, this approach draws a very artificial
line in terms of individual culpability. Those who transport drugs and have occasionally
helped to pack the drugs may not hold a senior rank in the drug syndicate. There are also
concerns that the threshold for “diminished responsibility” is set too high and that the court is
unable to use its sentencing discretion in deserving cases.
21. Due process and fairness. There are several features in Singapore’s criminal process which
cause grave concern, particularly in capital cases. First, accused persons can be denied access
to counsel for a period of time after arrest,24 purportedly to enable the police to conduct
investigations without undue interference, despite a constitutional right to counsel. 25 Under
the current law, access to counsel need not be granted immediately so long as it is within a
“reasonable time”.26 There is a danger of incriminating statements (which are admissible at
trial) being extracted from an accused during this time.27 Secondly, Singapore law allows an
accused person to be convicted based entirely on his confession recorded in the course of
police interrogation. Accused persons routinely allege that their confessions are involuntary
(which would make them inadmissible), but proof is near-impossible in the absence of any
independent verification.28 Thirdly, the provisions on capital firearms and drug offences
include presumptions that can be difficult, if not practically impossible to rebut.29

(iv)
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22. One outcome of the changes is a focus on obtaining a certificate of cooperation from the
Public Prosecutor. Court challenges against the Public Prosecutor’s refusal to grant the
certificate have been unsuccessful so far.30 The legislation provides that no proceedings lie
against the Public Prosecutor except for acting in bad faith or malice.31 This is a burden
which is near impossible to discharge for two reasons: first, the Singapore courts operate on a
presumption that prosecutorial decisions are made in conformity of the law; and secondly,
there is no legal obligation for the prosecution to disclose the reasons for any decisions
made.32

23. Another outcome is that it forces accused persons caught with drugs in their possession to
incriminate themselves by admitting to being a drug courier in the hope that they will escape
the gallows.

24. Effectiveness as deterrence. The Government has consistently justified the death penalty on
its deterrent value. However, there is scant evidence presented of a causative relationship
between the death penalty and crime rates.33 The increase in the number of drug abusers
arrested, the consistently high number of new drug abusers under 30 years-old arrested and
the amount of drugs seized also do not show any causative link between the death penalty and
the drug problem in Singapore.34

Recommendations

25. MARUAH recommends that the Government reviews the scope of capital offences, to ensure
that the death penalty is imposed only for “intentional crimes with lethal consequences”.

26. We ask for all instances of mandatory death penalty be immediately repealed and replaced
with a discretion given to the court to impose an appropriate sentence up to death.

27. We ask for Courts to determine the charges and status of a drug courier who has substantively
cooperated in providing assistance to the authorities.
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28. We ask for the criminal process to be reviewed to ensure that capital cases undergo the most
rigorously pre-trial and trial process, including access to counsel immediately upon arrest, an
effective system of supervision of the extraction and recording of confessions by the police,
and repeal of the use of presumptions in capital cases.

29. We ask for a good team of interpreters, to ensure that accused persons fully understand the
court process.

30. We ask the Government to publish objective evidence of the deterrent effect of the death
penalty.

31. Lastly we contend that abolishing the death penalty ought to be the final outcome for
Singapore.

Preventive detention without trial

32. Relevant legislation - In Singapore, the power to detain a person without trial (for potentially
indefinite periods) arises from two statutes, the Internal Security Act (ISA) and the Criminal
Law (Temporary Provisions) Act (CLTPA). The ISA is used for threats to national security,
while the CLTPA is used against organised crime. 54 persons were detained under ISA from
1999 to 2007; as of 9 April 2007, 39 remained in detention. The number of CLTPA detainees
has fallen from 1,260 in 1988, to 463 in 1998, to 290 in 2008, but there seems to be 94 more
CLTPA detainees in 2008 than in 2004.35 .Significant ISA cases occurred in our history and
presently.36

33. Questionable justification for such powers - The ISA (and its predecessor statutes) was
enacted in response to a Communist armed insurgency. The CLTPA was introduced when the
organised crime situation could not be handled by the police. Both the ISA and the CLTPA
are entrenched in the Singapore Constitution by way of Articles 9(6) and 149. MARUAH
questions the relevance of the 2 laws in their current application. Today, the ISA and CLTPA
are framed as necessary tools to guard against terrorism and security breaches. However, a
fair trial and due process is amiss when these laws are applied.37
34. Safeguards against abuse - The courts’ power of judicial review is a critical safeguard against
abuse of preventive detention. However, the courts may only review ISA detentions for
procedural compliance and not on substantive grounds, although substantive review remains
available for CLTPA detentions.38 In addition, the procedural mechanisms used for both ISA
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and CLTPA detentions are not transparent and shrouded in secrecy, and appear to be so
unfair to detainees as to contravene their human rights.39

35. Conditions of detention - Both the ISA and the CLTPA explicitly empower the Government
to detain persons. However, the detaining authorities seem to have assumed many other
powers such as the power to put detainees in solitary confinement for extended periods; the
power to interrogate; and the power to grant and remove detainees’ privileges, e.g. access to
reading and writing material and limited visitation rights. In other words, detainees are treated
in the same way as convicted criminals, when the detainee is not a convicted criminal. In
addition, there has been a consistent stream of past and present detainees alleging
psychological mistreatment and even physical violence whilst in detention.40 There has never
been any public inquiry regarding these allegations. The right not to be tortured or subject to
inhuman or degrading treatment under UDHR Article 5 is a fundamental and undeniable
right.41 Even if the allegations were true, any attempt to prove them will be well-nigh
impossible, since the detainee would not have any means of independent verification.

Recommendations

36. MARUAH calls for a public review on whether the ISA and CLTPA remain relevant and
appropriate to the current situation in Singapore. We ask for the ISA and the CLTPA to be
amended to comply with international norms and best practices on preventive detention,
including strict limitations on the maximum duration of detention as in Australia and the
United Kingdom;42 the reinstatement of the courts’ power to review detention decisions on
substantive grounds; the advisory bodies under the ISA and the CLTPA to be institutionally
independent from the executive, including being manned completely by Supreme Court
judges with security of tenure as members of the advisory body.
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37. We also ask for compliance with the decisions of such independent advisories bodies and that
the proceedings of advisory bodies to comply with the requirements of due process and a fair
trial to the maximum extent practicable.

38. We ask for detention cases to be reviewed in court, and that all detainees have a fair trial in
court, open or closed system.

39. We ask that access to legal counsel be given to all detainees.

